Stretching of the Newtonian potential (NP) at early epochs is investigated and it is shown that observed effects, usually ascribed to a dark matter, can by explained by such stretching only. Increasing by time a radius of the gravitationally-bound region (GBR) and conservation of gravitational energy lead to a new scenario in which values of NP in expanding volume are maintained, while in physical volume are stretched. Really, the energy conservation in expanding volume requires for NP values to be comoving to the expanding shells. In addition, the radius of gravitationally-bound region increases by time due to decreasing of expansion velocity and different shells around galaxy cease expansion at different times. Thus, as far a shell placed from galaxy, as longer it was expanded and thickened, while potential difference on its boundaries remained unchanged. This shifts the values of NP around galaxy proportional to the distance r and, as the result, the gravitational acceleration, from NP's 1/r 2 dependence, turned to 1/r dependence, as for centrifugal acceleration. This fact naturally explains the known empirical facts, such as flatness of rotation curves and velocity-mass relationships for galaxies and velocity dispersion in clusters. 
Metric expansion of space means that the expanding volume element When galaxies would displaced in static space, the increased distance between neighbors would occupied by the potential of each galaxy existed before at the same physical distance from it. In expanding space the question is non-trivial and there are two possibilities for the values of potential -or they maintain at the same physical distances and the potential does not change, or they comove to receding sample particles and the potential becomes "stretched".
Here as a criterion of a choice appears the energy of the gravitational field which in general case should be conserved. Therefore, for application of gravity theory to intergalactic expanding space one must answer to question about what happens by the energy of gravitational field of galaxies in the expanding volume. The answer is reduced to choosing one of two possibilities, when energy of the field: Simplest treatment, accepted as a standard one, is based on the first version (a) by direct extrapolation of NP to galaxy scale distances [1] . In this case for a rotating galaxy of mass M the balance of centrifugal and gravitational forces and, in addition, is unsatisfactory theoretically since the field energy grows by time in any expanding volume element, including the entire universe too.
In the present paper a new treatment based the second answer (b) is formulated. In it the conservation of field's energy in any expanding volume element leads to its conservation in entire universe too, and thus at least theoretically this approach is more preferable.
Other new feature of this treatment is appropriate accounting of the existence and evolution of radius c r of GBR of galaxy, at interior of which the field is static [2] . This radius corresponds to a distance where particle's gravitational potential energy in the galaxy's field compensates the kinetic energy corresponding to the receding velocity 
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In such spatial layers around galaxy, which expanded and then layer by layer stabilized, the gravitational field occurred deformed due to conservation of field's energy in any layer.
Let's consider the gravitational potential in these shells. In each of them the field deforms differently -as long time a shell was expanded, as lower felled the field's energy density in this shell with respect to its initial value. The energy density . At expansion of a homogeneous dust ball, the energy conservation of the field requires that the difference of the gravitational potential between shells does not change and the values of the potential comove to these shell. Thus, if the concept of a relativistic field required an introduction of the retarded potentials, the concept of such field in expanding space requires the introduction of the comoving potentials for the gravity theory. In a shell having initial thickness r  , which later expanded and became thicker as in (3), the field's energy conservation condition at such shifting and thickening takes the form: 
